EVERGRAPHICS DELUXETM

Features:
m Supports a standard monochrome

monitor
• Modes are set by software (not by
switches or jumpers)
• Software drivers for Microsoft®
Windows, Aut0CAD, TM Lotus ® 1-2-3,®
and Symphony® are included.
• Parallel printer port (configurable as
LPT1-3 or disable)

The Evergraphics Deluxe TM is a unique
new monochrome graphic display adapter
that offers both very high resolution
graphics and RAM fonts on a standard
monochrome monitor.
This card opens up whole new worlds
of possibilities. Engineers and designers
can get high-resolution graphics on their
standard monitor. Desktop publishers can
read even the fine print without buying an
expensive high resolution monitor. And
word processors can see foreign
language characters right on their screen
without a special monitor.
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EVERGRAPHICS DELUXE
Model Number: EV-233

Text Modes

Graphic Modes

• Text Modes
48K RAM font mode (HGC Plus
compatible)
4K RAM font mode (HGC Plus
compatible)
80 x 25 text mode
132 x 44 x 25 text mode
• Easy to use font editor is included

• High Resolution Graphic Modes
1024 x 352 (4 display attributes)
1024 x 704 (4 display attributes)
Interlaced
720 x 348 (2 display attributes)
• 256 KB display memory

The Evergraphics Deluxe in text mode
offers Hercules Tm Graphics Card Plus
compatible RAM fonts. This means that
you can choose from 3,072 characters in
RAM to be displayed on a monochrome
monitor. These characters can be script,
foreign language characters, scientific,
extended ASCII, or any characters you
can dream up. And because these
characters are in RAM they are displayed
on the screen instantly, as if they were
standard text characters.

The Evergraphics Deluxe in graphic
mode offers new high resolution
1024 x 352 and 1024 x 704 modes
and the standard Hercules graphic
resolution of 720 x 348. Now you can
run AutoCAD, Microsoft Windows,
Symphony, Lotus 1-2-3, PageMaker,®
and many others in high resolution on
your regular TTL monochrome monitor.
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